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(1) Foreword

As overlay requirements for integrated circuits have tightened, the control of mask distortion has become critically important. Rather than make the mask as rigid as possible, a feedback approach has been suggested in which overlay is measured and corrective displacements are thermally generated in a membrane mask.\textsuperscript{1,2} The principle corresponds to that used in adaptive optics, where an active feedback system is used to maintain perfect wave-fronts by distorting the optical surfaces. An important advantage of adaptive masks is that the feedback may be used either to obtain absolute accuracy, or to incorporate desired displacements, for example to compensate distortions in previous levels patterned on the wafer. We have modeled the thermal distributions needed to compensate arbitrary mask distortions both for full field and scanned exposures. For a scanned exposure, e.g., an X-ray beam on a storage ring, only the line being exposed must be corrected at any given time. This minimizes the heat load on the mask, as well as permitting a simple Fourier analysis. This modeling has been verified in two very dissimilar experimental arrangements.

(4) Statement of the problem studied

Distortion correction may be divided into four sub processes:

1) Measuring the distortion, either to (a), an absolute standard, or (b), a level previously printed on a wafer. The measured overlay between the printed pattern and previous levels may be used to generate a displacement distribution that matches the mask to the previous levels. The use of a "send-ahead" wafer to measure alignment offsets is well known to the industry; this procedure expands the function of the send-ahead wafer to correct overlay within the exposure field.

2) Computing the thermal input required to correct the distortion.

3) Applying the thermal correction.

4) Observing the resulting correction, and iterating steps (2) and (3), if necessary.

(5) Summary of the most important results

We have measured the absolute accuracy of membrane masks with respect to an interference fringe standard, by first patterning an interference grid on the reverse side of the mask in a Holographic Phase-Shifting Interferometer (HPSI).\textsuperscript{3,4,5} Displacements in the mask, for example those caused by changes in stress during processing, are detected by putting the mask back in the HPSI under identical interference conditions. The HPSI is sensitive to displacements of a few nanometers.
The overlay between a 27 mm square SiN$_X$ membrane mask and a fused quartz wafer was observed using an 11 X 11 array of alignment marks. The marks consisted of linear phase zone plates on a transparent fused quartz wafer and corresponding narrow phase gratings on the aluminized front surface of a membrane mask. The alignment marks were illuminated simultaneously, through the wafer, by a broad HeNe laser beam as the wafer was stepped in 1 µm steps across the mask. After reflection from the mask the diffracted light was detected by a CCD video camera. The intensity measured at each site is a function of the overlay between the mask and wafer.

Both the displacements caused by selectively heating portions of a square membrane mask and the inverse problem of determining the two dimensional thermal input pattern required to match, and therefore compensate, a given pattern of distortions were modeled (Fig. 1). The problem was solved both for the general case of a full field exposure, as well as for the special case of an exposure which occurs only along a line scanned across the mask, as occurs with some X-ray exposures on storage rings. Computations were performed using a commercially available finite element analysis program with the membrane mask divided into a 36 x 36 pixel array as well as an analytical model developed at MIT. Excellent agreement between the two models was obtained.

For a scanned exposure, e.g., with an X-ray beam on a storage ring, the mask need be corrected only along the (horizontal) line being exposed at any given time. Both horizontal (X axis) and vertical (Y axis) corrections must be made. Horizontal displacements may be generated by adding heat along (or near) the line being exposed; vertical displacements may be generated by adding heat into regions just above and just below the exposure line. An advantage of this approach is that the total heat load on the mask is much less than if the entire field were simultaneously corrected.

Any arbitrary displacement distribution along a line may be obtained as the sum of horizontal and vertical Fourier components. Figure 2a shows desired horizontal displacement distributions obtained for a spatial frequency of 3, along 6 exposure lines equally spaced between the bottom edge of the mask and the center. These are obtained with minimal unwanted vertical displacements. Figure 2b shows desired vertical displacement distributions, again for a spatial frequency of 3, along the same 6 exposure lines, as well as unwanted horizontal displacements. The results at other spatial frequencies are similar, implying that the level of accuracy depends primarily on the number of spatial frequencies that one wishes to include. By updating these distributions during a scanned exposure a wide range of known distortions on the mask or wafer may be compensated.
Fig. 1. Some arbitrary distortion patterns, and the degree to which they may be corrected by heating within a 6 X 6 or a 12 X 12 array of areas on the mask.
Correction for a particularly important distortion, in which the center of the field is displaced with respect to the periphery, is shown in Figure 4. This distortion is difficult to correct, since it cannot be compensated by applying forces around the edge of the mask. However, it can be corrected with a relatively simple temperature distribution in which the left side of the mask is heated, the right side is not heated, and the central part is heated to half the temperature of the left side (Fig. 5). The modeled X-Y displacement distribution resulting from this temperature distribution on a circular mask is plotted in Figure 4a, and the experimental distribution measured with the HPSI is shown in Figure 4b. Although there is some scatter the data agrees well with the predicted distribution.

Fig. 2a, Desired horizontal displacements, left, and undesired vertical displacements, right, during a scanned exposure.

Fig. 2b, Undesired horizontal displacements, left, and desired vertical displacements, right, during a scanned exposure.
Although in principle mask distortion may be measured on line in an exposure tool, it would be awkward to add the additional complexity to already complex machines. Furthermore, some measurements, such as comparisons to previously printed levels, would be almost impossible to perform. Therefore what is proposed is a two step process, in which the desired mask corrections, and the temperature distribution needed to correct these distortions, are measured and computed off line. The thermal input needed to generate the desired temperature distribution is then verified, again off line. The same thermal input is then used within the somewhat different environment of the exposure tool (Fig. 6). The resulting temperature distribution is readily observed within the tool, and a feedback system is used to adjust the thermal input to maintain the proper temperature distribution.
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